
PHYSICS EDUCATION RESEARCH SECTION

This section of AJP includes physics education research~PER! articles. It continues the editorial
process that began with the green PER Supplementary Issues to AJP published in July of 1999–2001. The
PER section~PERS! is a response to the tension between the long-standing policy of AJP not to publish
research articles and the growing interest within the AAPT community in PER. Articles in the regular
section focus on the physics that students have difficulty understanding and on pedagogical strategies for
helping them learn. Articles in PERS are expected to focus on these issues as well, but to pay more
attention to questions of how we know and why we believe what we think we know about student
learning. Articles in PERS can be expected to address a wide range of topics from theoretical frameworks
for analyzing student thinking, to developments of research instruments for the assessment of the effec-
tiveness of instruction, to the development and comparison of different teaching methods.
Students’ understanding of direct current resistive electrical circuits
Paula Vetter Engelhardta) and Robert J. Beichner
Department of Physics, North Carolina State University, Raleigh, North Carolina 27695

~Received 22 February 2002; accepted 1 August 2003!

Both high school and university students’ reasoning regarding direct current resistive electric
circuits often differ from the accepted explanations. At present, there are no standard diagnostic tests
on electric circuits. Two versions of a diagnostic instrument were developed, each consisting of 29
questions. The information provided by this test can provide instructors with a way of evaluating the
progress and conceptual difficulties of their students. The analysis indicates that students, especially
females, tend to hold multiple misconceptions, even after instruction. During interviews, the idea
that the battery is a constant source of current was used most often in answering the questions.
Students tended to focus on the current in solving problems and to confuse terms, often assigning
the properties of current to voltage and/or resistance. ©2004 American Association of Physics Teachers.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, physics educators have begun to l
more closely at what their students understand about phy
concepts. Students’ patterns of response to questions a
circuit phenomena often are in conflict with those accep
by the physics community. The term ‘‘misconception’’ wi
be used to refer to students’ incorrect pattern of respo
This pattern could be part of a coherent naive theory of so
physical phenomena or a more fragmented and primitive
sponse produced on the spot as a result of the ques
posed.

Widespread use of test instruments such as the Force
cept Inventory~FCI!1 and the Test of Understanding Grap
in Kinematics~TUG-K!2 has brought a new way of evalua
ing students’ conceptual understanding. However, more
struments need to be developed in a variety of areas to a
instructors to better evaluate their students’ understandin
physics concepts and to evaluate new teaching endeav
for their feasibility. The Determining and Interpreting Res
tive Electric Circuit Concepts Test~DIRECT! was developed
to evaluate students’ understanding of a variety of direct c
rent ~DC! resistive electric circuits concepts. DIRECT h
been designed for use with high school and colle
university students. Common misconceptions were incor
rated into the distracters of the test items.

We will discuss the development of DIRECT versions 1
and 1.1 and will examine their feasibility for assessing s
dents’ conceptual understanding and potential use in ev
ating curricula. We will answer the following research que
tions: ~1! Can a multiple-choice test be developed that
reliable, valid, and uncovers students’ misconceptions?~2!
Are there significant differences between various groups
students taking DIRECT? In particular, are there noticea
98 Am. J. Phys.72 ~1!, January 2004 http://aapt.org/a
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differences between course level~high school versus univer
sity!, gender, and instructional methods?~3! What miscon-
ceptions can the test detect?

The body of knowledge regarding students’ understand
of DC resistive electric circuits is quite extensive.3 Students’
typical response patterns indicate that they make two
sumptions regarding DC resistive electrical circuits: curr
is consumed,4 and the battery is a source of constant curren5

In addition, students interchangeably use terms associ
with circuits, often assigning the properties of current eith
to voltage, resistance, energy, or power.6

Physicists use schematic diagrams to represent circui
ements and examine their behavior. Students’ recognition
what these diagrams represent is an important aspect of
understanding of circuits. Research reveals that stud
view these diagrams as a system of pipes within which flo
a fluid that they refer to as electricity.7 Students have diffi-
culty identifying series and parallel connections
diagrams.8 Students do not understand and do not correc
apply the concept of a complete circuit.9 Gott10 has reported
that more than 90% of students age 15 recognized the n
for a complete circuit. However, he found a small but s
nificant group of students who would include a short circ
~such as a shorted battery! as an acceptable complete circu

In analyzing circuits, students view it in a piece-meal fas
ion in contrast to a global view. There is some evidence11 to
indicate that students change their reasoning patterns to
the question at hand. Thus, they do not appear to us
single, consistent model to analyze circuit phenomena.
stead, students use one of three ways of reasoning: seq
tial, local, or superposition. Sequential reasoning results
‘‘before and after’’ examination of the circuit. Students usin
sequential reasoning believe that current travels around
circuit and is influenced by each element as it is encounte
98jp © 2004 American Association of Physics Teachers
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and a change made at a particular point does not affect
current until it reaches that point.12 Thus, for the circuit
shown in Fig. 1, closing the switch will not affect bulb
because the current has already passed that point. Von¨-
neck and Grob differentiate local from sequential reason
in the following way: ‘‘local reasoning means that the cu
rent divides into two equal parts at every junction regardl
of what is happening elsewhere.’’13 Given the circuit shown
in Fig. 2, students would say that the current in branch 1 w
equal to that in branch 2. Students using superposition
soning would conclude that if one battery makes a bulb sh
with a certain brightness, then two batteries would make
bulb shine twice as bright, regardless of the configuratio14

When confronted with a qualitative problem, studen
show reluctance when asked to reason qualitatively and
sort to technical or quantitative approaches.15 This reluctance
is said to be due to a lack of experience solving qualitat
problems.16 Additionally, students have been shown to ha
difficulty mastering reasoning with ratios.17

Tests on DC resistive electric circuits do exist,18 but they
have mostly been developed as either a research tool or
riculum assessment instrument, not as a general assess
tool. Thus, there are limitations with many of these tests t
prevent them from being used for this purpose. Those
have been developed as a research tool often have restr
content, looking at a single concept such as resistanc19

Those that do cover more topics generally have a single i
for each objective,20 which does not allow for comparison
between questions nor provide additional statistical evide
of comprehension.~Was it the question or the concept th
students didn’t understand?! Statistical evidence pertainin
to the reliability and validity of the tests has not been w
documented. Many of the assessment tests were devel
mainly to evaluate and to revise the curriculum materi
with which they were associated. Although some of the
tests reveal and quantify students’ conceptual und

Fig. 1. A circuit representing a series-parallel combination of equal re
tances.

Fig. 2. A circuit representing a parallel-series combination of equal re
tances.
99 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 72, No. 1, January 2004
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standing,21 they usually were not intended to be used in
wider format. Many of these tests have been administere
small groups of students with similar abilities or only to th
groups under investigation. Small sample sizes can incre
the sampling error. Thus, a test that could be used as bo
research tool in assessing new curriculum materials or te
ing strategies as well as evaluating students’ concep
views that has sound statistical evidence of its reliability a
validity is needed for DC resistive circuits.

II. DEVELOPMENT OF DIRECT VERSIONS 1.0 AND
1.1

As a first step in developing DIRECT, a set of instru
tional objectives was constructed after an extensive exa
nation of high school and university textbooks and labo
tory manuals plus informal discussions with instructors us
those materials. The objectives were presented to a pan
independent experts to ensure that no fundamental conc
were overlooked. The final objectives are shown in Table

One typical comment that the panel made regarding
objectives was the omission of the use of meters in term
their placement in circuits and their use as a measurem
device to determine the behavior of the circuit. Although
important part of laboratory work, meters serve as an ap
cation of electric circuits concepts in contrast to a distin
concept of their own. Research has shown that students
to treat meters as circuit elements and to recognize the
plications for their construction and external connections22

Psillos, Koumaras, and Valassiades23 found that a group of
14–15 year old Greek students believed that an amm
would consume current so that it functioned in the sa
manner as a light bulb. The students did not understand
a good ammeter simply allows current to flow through it a
has a negligible effect on the circuit. Thus, if such devic
were included in the test, it would be difficult to determine
students were having difficulties with circuit concepts li
current, or if they were having difficulties with the use an
function of the meters.

The test was developed first in an open-ended forma
that distracters for the multiple-choice version could be c
structed. Efforts were made to write several items per ob
tive. For example, three questions using a different mode
representation were written for objective 5. The three mo
were verbal to schematic, realistic to schematic, and sc
matic to realistic. Some test items were adapted from
Physics by Inquiry24 materials andCollege Physics25 by Ser-
way and Faughn. Members of the independent panel of
perts suggested some items; however, most of the items w
original.

In general, the questions were not aligned with any p
ticular instructional approach so that the results would
applicable to the largest possible audience. Questions wr
for objective 9, microscopic aspects of circuits, were the o
exception and were closely aligned with the approach p
posed by Chabay and Sherwood in their text,Electric and
Magnetic Interactions.26 They were included to evaluate ho
well students understand the microscopic aspects of circ
as this connection has only recently begun to be explore
some of the newer textbooks. As Cohen, Eylon, and Gani27

have noted, this lack of a causal relation may be the caus
some of the problems students have with electric circuits

Large sample sizes were desired to reduce the magni
of sampling error.28 Thus, test sites were solicited via a me

s-

s-
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Table I. Objectives for DIRECT and results.

Objective
Question

no.

Average
percentage

correct

v. 1.0 v. 1.1

Physical Aspects of DC electric circuits„objectives 1–5… 56 52
~1! Identify and explain a short circuit~more current
follows the path of lesser resistance!.

10, 19, 27 56 56

~2! Understand the functional two-endedness of circuit elements
~elements have two possible points with which to make a
connection!.

9, 18 54 59

~3! Identify a complete circuit and understand the necessity of a
complete circuit for current to flow in the steady state~some
charges are in motion but their velocities at any location are not
changing and there is no accumulation of excess charge
anywhere in the circuit!.

Objectives 1–3 combined 27 68 73

~4! Apply the concept of resistance~the hindrance to the flow of
charges in a circuit! including that resistance is a property of the
object ~geometry of object and type of material with which the
object is composed! and that in series the resistance increases as
more elements are added and in parallel the resistance decreases
as more elements are added.

5, 14, 23 59 40

~5! Interpret pictures and diagrams of a variety of circuits including
series, parallel, and combinations of the two.

4, 13, 22 55 54

Circuit layout ~objectives 1–3,5! 55 56

Energy „objectives 6–7… 42 31
~6! Apply the concept of power~work done per unit time! to a
variety of circuits.

2, 12 37 28

~7! Apply a conceptual understanding of conservation of energy
including Kirchhoff’s loop rule~SV50 around a closed loop! and
the battery as a source of energy.

3, 21 47 49

Current „objectives 8–9… 44 44
~8! Understand and apply conservation of current~conservation of
charge in the steady state! to a variety of circuits.

8, 17 62 59

~9! Explain the microscopic aspects of current flow in a circuit
through the use of electrostatic terms such as electric field,
potential differences, and the interaction of forces on charged
particles.

1, 11, 20 31 19

Potential difference „voltage… „objectives 10–11… 46 35
~10! Apply the knowledge that the amount of current is influenced
by the potential difference maintained by the battery and
resistance in the circuit.

7, 16, 25 60 38

~11! Apply the concept of potential difference to a variety of circuits
including the knowledge that the potential difference in a series
circuit sums while in a parallel circuit it remains the same.

6, 15, 24,
28, 29

37 34

Current and voltage~objectives 8 and 11! 26 45 40
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sage placed on a listserv for physics education researc
and educators~PHYS-LRNR! requesting test sites for th
multiple-choice versions of the instrument and via conta
made during the 1993 Physics Courseware Evalua
Project’s ~PCEP! Summer Teachers’ Institute held at Nor
Carolina State University.

The multiple-choice version 1.0 of DIRECT~given in the
Appendix! was administered to 1135 students from hi
schools (N5454) and universities (N5681) across the
United States. The 29-item test took approximately half
hour to complete. The statistical analysis of the test is p
sented in Table II along with information about the statist
and their ideal values. Figure 3 shows the distribution
hys., Vol. 72, No. 1, January 2004
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scores for the total sample, which is positively skewed, in
cating a difficult test. Table III shows the percentage of s
dents selecting each answer choice for each question as
as the point bi-serial correlation, discrimination, and dif
culty of each question.

DIRECT version 1.129 was developed after an analysis
the results as well as individual follow-up interviews th
indicated that DIRECT version 1.0 needed to be revised
improve its reliability as well as to clarify questions th
were confusing to students. There were two main revisio
The first was to increase the number of answer choice
five for all questions. In so doing, some questions beca
100P. V. Engelhardt and R. J. Beichner
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Table II. Statistical results for DIRECT.

Statistic
Value for

version 1.0
Value for

version 1.1 Ideal value What it measures

N 1135 692 Large to
reduce
sampling error

Number of students
taking the test

Overall mean 48%60.45% 41%60.55% 50% for maximum
spread of scores

University mean 52%60.56% 44%60.69%
High school mean 41%60.65% 36%60.79%
Standard error of the
mean

0.45 0.55 As close to zero as
possible

Uncertainty in the
mean

Overall range 14%–97% 3.4%–90% 0–100
University range 21%–97% 10%–90% 0–100
High school range 14%–90% 3.4%–76% 0–100
Kuder–Richardson 20
~KR-20! or reliability

0.71 0.70 >0.70 for group
measurement

Internal consistency
of the instrument

Average point-biserial
correlation

0.33 0.32 >0.20 Reliability of a single
item on the test

Average
discrimination index

0.26 0.23 >0.30 Ability of a single
item to differentiate
between students
scoring well on the
test and students
scoring poorly

Average difficulty
index

0.49 0.41 0.40–0.60 Proportion of studen
in the sample who
chose the correct
response
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more quantitative in nature, asking by how much the brig
ness changed in contrast to asking if it increased/decre
or remained the same. The second was to redraw the ci
diagrams containing a light bulb in a socket using only
battery, bulb, and wires as the interviews indicated that
dents were confused about this representation.

DIRECT version 1.1 was administered to 692 stude
from high schools (N5251) and universities (N5441) in
Canada~one high school and one university test site!, Ger-
many~one high school test site!, and the United States. Ver
sion 1.1 consisted of 29 items, each with five answer choi
and took approximately half an hour to complete. The sta
tical analysis of the test is presented in Table II. Figure
shows the distribution of scores for the total sample, wh
also are positively skewed, indicating a difficult test. Tab
IV shows the results for version 1.1 in a similar manner
that of Table III.

III. GENERAL FINDINGS

We will next discuss the discrimination ability~how well a
particular question differentiated between students sco
well and students scoring poorly on the test! and how well
students performed on the overall objectives listed in Tab
for each version of the test.

A. Discrimination

Discrimination is a measure of the ability of a question
differentiate between students who scored well overall on
test from those who did not. Examining the data from v
sion 1.0 revealed that question 26 was the most discrimi
ing. To answer this question correctly, students could
reason sequentially, believe that the battery was a cons
source of current, or think that current was consumed.
hys., Vol. 72, No. 1, January 2004
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For the overall sample~combined university and high
school! and for the university sample, questions 20 and
were the least discriminating; even students who scored
overall on the test had difficulties with these questio
Question 20 deals with what causes a current in a bulb
ment. Students confused cause and effect, choosing the
tion that the current caused the field. Question 28 deals w
the concept of the battery as a source of constant pote
difference. Many students reasoned that because the cu
in a part of the circuit is zero, the voltage also is zero. For
high school sample, question 18 was the least discriminat
This question shows four circuits containing a battery, so
connecting wires, and a light bulb in a socket. Students w
able to identify complete circuits, but were unable to elim
nate those that contained shorts.

The discrimination indices for version 1.1 revealed that
the overall and the university sample, question 14 was
most discriminating. Students who answered correctly ha
understand how to calculate the equivalent resistance fo
sistors in a series/parallel combination and to compare
equivalent resistance to that of two resistors in series. Qu
tion 27 was the most discriminating for the high scho
sample, and explores students’ understanding of object
1–3 in Table I. For all samples~overall!, question 11 proved
the least discriminating, and examines the students’ un
standing of the microscopic aspects of current.

B. Performance on the objectives

Table I shows how well students performed on each of
instructional objectives for both versions 1.0 and 1.1.
examination of the distracters of both versions showed
17% of the students could not identify a short in a circ
and/or determine what effect the short had on the circ
101P. V. Engelhardt and R. J. Beichner
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Table III. Results for DIRECT version 1.0 for each question. The fraction choosing the correct answe
bold. A detailed breakdown by level~high school and university! is available on the web.25

Question

Fraction picking letter choice

Correlation Discrimination DifficultyA B C D E

1 0.20 0.03 0.32 0.46 0.00 0.33 0.29 0.46
2 0.13 0.55 0.32 0.00 0.00 0.30 0.21 0.55
3 0.04 0.31 0.42 0.05 0.18 0.35 0.26 0.42
4 0.08 0.03 0.30 0.43 0.16 0.38 0.33 0.43
5 0.10 0.78 0.11 0.00 0.00 0.37 0.27 0.78
6 0.15 0.06 0.06 0.15 0.58 0.41 0.36 0.58
7 0.63 0.10 0.27 0.00 0.00 0.30 0.22 0.63
8 0.17 0.03 0.80 0.00 0.00 0.37 0.26 0.80
9 0.12 0.04 0.03 0.79 0.01 0.32 0.24 0.79

10 0.02 0.01 0.53 0.11 0.33 0.14 0.09 0.33
11 0.33 0.11 0.21 0.36 0.00 0.18 0.10 0.33
12 0.37 0.16 0.13 0.19 0.14 0.39 0.22 0.19
13 0.89 0.04 0.01 0.01 0.04 0.29 0.15 0.89
14 0.30 0.57 0.13 0.00 0.00 0.40 0.32 0.57
15 0.36 0.12 0.52 0.00 0.00 0.31 0.24 0.52
16 0.24 0.26 0.49 0.00 0.00 0.17 0.09 0.49
17 0.02 0.11 0.13 0.44 0.30 0.44 0.35 0.44
18 0.00 0.02 0.28 0.68 0.01 0.32 0.21 0.28
19 0.03 0.13 0.67 0.08 0.08 0.33 0.26 0.67
20 0.14 0.08 0.63 0.15 0.00 0.07 0.01 0.15
21 0.07 0.04 0.23 0.51 0.16 0.43 0.34 0.51
22 0.02 0.32 0.18 0.04 0.44 0.33 0.29 0.32
23 0.09 0.11 0.41 0.39 0.00 0.35 0.28 0.41
24 0.47 0.06 0.16 0.25 0.05 0.46 0.29 0.25
25 0.69 0.04 0.27 0.01 0.00 0.36 0.27 0.69
26 0.37 0.05 0.07 0.45 0.06 0.51 0.43 0.45
27 0.06 0.68 0.10 0.15 0.00 0.42 0.38 0.68
28 0.56 0.03 0.19 0.21 0.00 0.07 0.00 0.21
29 0.31 0.31 0.16 0.10 0.10 0.38 0.28 0.31

Average 0.33 0.24 0.49
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10% did not know where the contacts are on a light bulb,
had trouble identifying a complete circuit, and 28% exhibit
current/voltage confusion.

On both versions of DIRECT, students were able to tra
late from a realistic representation of a circuit to the sc
matic, but had more difficulty in identifying the correct sch
matic from a written description of the circuit or i
identifying the correct realistic representation of a circ
from a schematic. In general, students could identify a co
plete circuit. The difficulty arose when students were as
to determine whether the circuit worked or not, often inclu
ing circuits that contained shorts.

IV. CAN A MULTIPLE-CHOICE TEST BE
DEVELOPED THAT IS RELIABLE AND VALID AND
IN ADDITION UNCOVER STUDENTS’
MISCONCEPTIONS?

For a test to be useful, it must be both reliable and va
Reliability is an indication of how precisely we made th
measurement or how consistently the test measures wha
supposed to measure. The Kuder–Richardson formula
~KR-20! was used to evaluate the reliability of both versio
of DIRECT. The KR-20 should be at or above 0.70 for gro
measurements. Although this was the case for both vers
~see Table II!, the somewhat low values could be the result
the low discrimination and high difficulty indices. The lo
hys., Vol. 72, No. 1, January 2004
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Fig. 3. Distribution of scores for both versions of DIRECT—overall samp
102P. V. Engelhardt and R. J. Beichner
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Table IV. Results for DIRECT version 1.1 for each question. Fraction choosing the correct answer is in b
detailed breakdown by level~high school and university! is available on the web.25

Question

Fraction picking letter choice

Correlation Discrimination DifficultyA B C D E

1 0.13 0.04 0.03 0.42 0.38 0.28 0.23 0.38
2 0.01 0.13 0.33 0.47 0.07 0.25 0.07 0.07
3 0.07 0.27 0.46 0.03 0.17 0.38 0.32 0.46
4 0.06 0.35 0.02 0.37 0.19 0.35 0.32 0.37
5 0.39 0.27 0.17 0.10 0.06 0.44 0.38 0.39
6 0.21 0.05 0.06 0.14 0.54 0.33 0.29 0.54
7 0.03 0.51 0.02 0.21 0.22 0.41 0.35 0.51
8 0.14 0.04 0.74 0.07 0.00 0.35 0.25 0.74
9 0.11 0.05 0.08 0.72 0.04 0.44 0.35 0.72

10 0.03 0.00 0.55 0.08 0.34 0.25 0.17 0.34
11 0.04 0.10 0.17 0.22 0.47 0.00 0.01 0.04
12 0.41 0.19 0.10 0.20 0.10 0.41 0.21 0.20
13 0.02 0.06 0.82 0.02 0.08 0.33 0.20 0.82
14 0.18 0.22 0.13 0.41 0.07 0.52 0.43 0.41
15 0.02 0.12 0.49 0.32 0.04 0.31 0.22 0.49
16 0.06 0.18 0.57 0.15 0.04 0.17 0.14 0.57
17 0.08 0.09 0.23 0.43 0.17 0.41 0.32 0.43
18 0.00 0.02 0.46 0.50 0.01 0.29 0.18 0.46
19 0.03 0.13 0.62 0.10 0.12 0.38 0.29 0.62
20 0.17 0.10 0.06 0.51 0.14 0.10 0.03 0.14
21 0.03 0.03 0.25 0.52 0.16 0.27 0.19 0.52
22 0.03 0.44 0.09 0.02 0.42 0.33 0.27 0.44
23 0.12 0.07 0.09 0.40 0.32 0.36 0.26 0.40
24 0.47 0.08 0.13 0.24 0.06 0.43 0.29 0.24
25 0.05 0.60 0.27 0.06 0.01 0.20 0.05 0.05
26 0.44 0.07 0.06 0.40 0.04 0.42 0.32 0.40
27 0.05 0.73 0.07 0.02 0.13 0.39 0.30 0.73
28 0.45 0.03 0.16 0.24 0.10 0.13 0.06 0.24
29 0.39 0.19 0.11 0.17 0.10 0.22 0.16 0.19

Average 0.32 0.23 0.41
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average discrimination values may indicate that the tes
indeed uncovering students’ misconceptions.

The other important and vital characteristic of any tes
its validity—the ability of the test to measure what it is i
tended to measure or the test’s accuracy. Validity is no
quality that can be established in a single measurement
is accumulated via several measurements. Content val
~Does the test cover the appropriate material?! was estab-
lished by presenting the test and objectives to an indepen
panel of experts to insure that the domain was adequa
covered. The panel took the test and matched test items
objectives. This process yielded a percentage agreemen
the answer key as well as for the objectives. Both op
ended questions~during the early development stages! and
multiple-choice questions were directed to the panel. In ca
where agreement on the objectives was low, the quest
were rewritten. Although each question was written to a
dress a particular objective, the test involves items that
quire the test taker to utilize additional information not sp
cifically asked by the question and hence some question
necessity addressed more than one objective.

The construct validity~Does the test measure electric c
cuits’ concepts like current and voltage?! of DIRECT was
evaluated through a factor analysis, which will only be d
cussed briefly here, and interviews. A factor analysis a
lyzes the interrelationships within the data and can be use
select groups of items that appear to measure the same
or factor. The factor analysis performed for both versio
hys., Vol. 72, No. 1, January 2004
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used the Little Jiffy method which revealed eight factors
sociated with version 1.0 and 11 factors associated with
sion 1.1.30 The interviews served~1! to determine if the
questions were being understood in ways that were not
tended and to better understand students’ choices and~2! to
provide evidence of the test’s construct validity by the rep
cation of results from previous studies.

Individual follow-up interviews using a subset of ten que
tions from version 1.0 with 17 university and 11 high scho
students were conducted as part of the construct vali
check. These interviews provided information on whether
questions were being understood in ways contrary to w
was intended. Each interview lasted approximately 30 to
min and was audio taped and later transcribed. Any no
that students made during the interview were collected. T
interview was semi-structured and made use of a think-al
procedure, which required students to verbalize aloud th
thoughts as they emerged. The interview was divided i
three parts, identification of symbols used on the test, d
nition of terms used on the test, and answering the test ite
providing reasoning behind their choice and their confide
on their answer. The student’s answers to the multiple-cho
test were available to the interviewer during the interview
students changed their answers from the multiple-choice
they were asked to recall what their reasoning was when t
answered the test originally. To ensure a uniform coding
the interview transcripts, another researcher was aske
code the transcripts. The reliability of the coding between
103P. V. Engelhardt and R. J. Beichner
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Table V. Misconceptions found during interviews. Solid dots indicate misconceptions used most often. Hollow dots indicate misconceptions useds often.

Description

Physical aspects Current Energy Voltage

Questions
10, 22, 23

Questions
8, 20

Question
3

Questions
15, 16, 28, 29

Battery
superposition

1 battery—bulb shines3bright 2 batteries,
regardless of arrangement—bulb shines 23 bright

s d

Battery as a
constant current
source

Battery supplies same amount of current to each
circuit regardless of the circuit’s arrangement

s d d

Complete
circuit

Unable to identify a complete circuit—closed loop s

Contacts Unable to identify the two contacts on the light bulb d

Current
consumed

Current value decreases as you move through
circuit elements until you return to the battery where
there is no more current left

s d s

Direct route Battery is the only source of charge so only those
elements with a direct contact to the battery will light

s

E50 inside Electric field inside a conductor is always zero s

I causes E Current is the cause for the electric field inside
the wires of the circuit

d

Local Current splits evenly at every junction regardless
of the resistance of each branch

s s d

Req Student equated the equivalent resistance of
a circuit with an individual resistor

s s

Resistive
superposition

1 resistor reduces the current by32 resistors reduce
the current by 23 regardless of the resistor’s arrangement

s s

Rule
application
error

Misapplied a rule governing circuits. For example,
used the equation for resistor in series when the
circuit showed resistors in parallel

s s

Sequential Only changes before an element will affect that element s s

Term confusion
I/R

Resistance viewed as being caused by the current.
A resistor resists the current so a current must flow
for there to be any resistance

d

Term confusion
I/V

Voltage viewed as a property ofcurrent. Current is
the cause of the voltage. Voltage and current always
occur together

s d

Topology All resistors lined up in series are in series whether
there is a junction or not. All resistors lined up
geometrically in parallel are in parallel even if a
battery is contained within a branch

d

V5Ceq Voltage calculated using equations for equivalent capacitance s

V5Req Voltage calculated using equations for equivalent resistance s
le

un
n
lb
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u
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l

two researchers was established with 15% of the samp
each level~high school and university! with a percentage
agreement of 88%.

The interviews showed that nearly all of the students
derstood the symbols used on the test with the exceptio
the light bulb in a socket; two-thirds knew that a light bu
had two connections; and one-third believed that there
only one connection which was located at the bottom of
bulb.

The interviews were able to replicate results of previo
studies. For example, some students who chose option
104 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 72, No. 1, January 2004
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question 3 reasoned via battery superposition, replicating
results of Sebastia`.11 The following is an example of a stu
dent using the battery as a superposition idea for questio
The student in the excerpt was enrolled in a tradition
calculus-based course.

‘‘I think I would put E because the batteries are pro-
viding the energy so since they both have two@sic#
batteries. I didn’t think that it would matter whether
they were in parallel or series because they’re gonna
add a certain amount of voltage and when the paralle
batteries link up it’s gonna be equivalent to whatever
104P. V. Engelhardt and R. J. Beichner
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voltage is added when they are in series and then th
light bulbs since they are just two in series, that’s the
same for all three pictures.’’
In reviewing the results obtained from the follow-up inte

views with version 1.0, there initially appeared to be no p
tern to the students’ reasoning on the interviewed questi
However, examining which misconception was used m
often on each question and comparing them with the glo
objectives~see Table V! for each question did yield a pattern
Table V shows the four main divisions or global objective
physical aspects of the circuit, energy, current, and poten
difference~voltage!, and the misconceptions that were cu
for the interview questions posed. For the global objective
voltage, the dominant misconceptions for these quest
were battery as a constant current source, term confusiI
with V, local reasoning, and battery superposition. Th
misconceptions relate to students’ understanding of the p
erties of the battery and what it supplies to the circuit. Sim
larly, for the global objective of physical aspects of the c
cuit, typical misconceptions were topology, contacts, a
term confusionI /R. These misconceptions related to t
physical features of the circuit. The topological errors in
cated that students looked at the surface features of the
cuit. The contact error indicated that students were miss
some knowledge of where the contacts are located on a
bulb. Term confusionI with R errors indicated that studen
did not understand that a resistor~including light bulbs! has
an inherent resistance based on its shape and the ma
from which it is made. One could categorize errors asso
ated with the physical aspects of the circuits as students
having the declarative knowledge needed to understand
physical nature of the circuit diagram and its associated
ments. Thus, although different questions cued the use
different misconceptions, the students tended to use mis
ceptions associated with the global objective of the quest

To summarize, there is evidence that both versions of
RECT are reliable and valid. Both versions appear to be a
to illicit students’ conceptual understanding of DC resist
electric circuits concepts.

V. ARE THERE SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES
BETWEEN LEVEL „HIGH SCHOOL
VERSUS UNIVERSITY …, GENDER, AND
INSTRUCTIONAL METHODS?

To answer this question, a series oft-tests and ANOVA
were used to determine if there were significant differen
between various groups of students who had taken DIRE
versions 1.0 and 1.1. Groups were considered significa
different if the level of significance orp-value was at or
below 0.05, which gives a 95% level of confidence that
difference is real. Allt-tests assumed a one-tail test of s
nificance so that the superiority of one group over the ot
could be determined. Students’ raw scores were used in t
calculations, so that a score of 29 is equivalent to 100%
A. Level „high school compared to university…

For version 1.0, there were significant differences in
averages for the university (M515) and high school group
(M512), t(1008)511, p,3.8310228, with university stu-
dents outperforming high school students. There were no
nificant differences between calculus-based (M516) and
algebra-based (M515) university students,t(191)521.6,
p,0.06. No significant differences were found between
Advanced Placement or honors high school students~M
105 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 72, No. 1, January 2004
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512) and those high school students taking a regular phy
class (M513), t(342)520.89, p,0.19. Similar results
were obtained for version 1.1. The analysis of interview
sults found no significant differences in the number of m
conceptions used by university (M58) and high school stu-
dents (M59), t(23)520.73,p,0.24. However, university
students were significantly (p,0.006) more confident in
their interview answers than were the high school studen

B. Gender

For version 1.0, significant differences were found in t
averages for males and females with males outperform
females at all levels~see Table VI!. Interview results indi-
cated significant differences between the number of misc
ceptions used by males (M56) and females (M511),
t(25)53.9, p,0.0003, with females using more than male
A similar finding was found for university males (M56)
and females (M511), t(11)53.6,p,0.002. However, there
were no significant differences found between high sch
males (M56) and females (M510), t(4)51.4, p,0.12.
Males were more confident in their interview responses t
were females (p,0.0006).

C. Instructional method

To evaluate the feasibility of using DIRECT to evalua
curricular materials and to assess new teaching methods,
eral subgroups who took DIRECT 1.0 and 1.1 were cho
for further examination. Part of the DIRECT 1.0 universi
sample contained a small group of calculus-based stud
who used a Chabay and Sherwood text,26 which discusses
the microscopic aspects of circuit phenomena. We found
there were significant differences between students using
Chabay and Sherwood text (M518) and students using
more traditional textbooks (M515), t(76)523.8, p
,0.0001, as well as the university group as a whole~algebra
and calculus-based combined! (M515), t(44)524.2, p
,6.131025. Those students using the Chabay and Sh
wood textbook outperformed both groups.

There was a small group of students who used thePhysics
by Inquiry materials, which uses an inquiry approach to
struction with many hands-on activities. This small group
students took DIRECT version 1.1. An analysis of varian
~ANOVA ! was performed which allows one to compare t
means of more than two groups. Our results showed
there were significant differences between the students u
the Physics by Inquirymaterials (M515), calculus-based
students (M513), and algebra-based students (M512),
F(2,438)54.13,p,0.017. Those students usingPhysics by
Inquiry outperformed both groups.

This examination of various subgroups that used new c
ricular materials showed that there were statistically sign

Table VI. t-test results for each sample taking DIRECT version 1.0.

Group

Mean and
standard
deviation
for males

Mean and
standard
deviation

for females

Degrees
of

freedom t p-value

Overall 1464.7 1263.4 600 8.5 7.4310217

University 1665.0 1263.7 123 5.2 4.631027

High school 1364.2 1163.3 425 5.7 1.131028
105P. V. Engelhardt and R. J. Beichner
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cant differences between their scores and students who
taking more traditional courses. These results are only
liminary and were performed to evaluate if DIRECT cou
be used in this way. More rigorously designed studies wo
need to be developed to further evaluate the apparent di
ences between these subgroups and other students. DIR
appears to be able to assess differences between grou
students using differing instructional methods and materi

VI. WHAT MISCONCEPTIONS CAN THE TEST
DETECT?

We now discuss the difficulties and misconceptions t
DIRECT can detect. The interview results showed a vari
of difficulties students experienced with a subset of questi
from DIRECT 1.0 as shown in Table V.

A comparison of students’ definitions of terms used
DIRECT and the student misconceptions indicates that
main source of the difficulty is with term confusion, gene
ally associated with current. Students assign the propertie
energy to current, and then assign these properties to vo
and resistance. Specifically, both voltage and resistance
only occur in the presence of a current.

Students do not have a clear understanding of the un
lying mechanisms of electric circuits. This misunderstand
is most likely the result of a weak connection between el
trostatics and electrokinetics phenomena, as this connec
is only now beginning to be addressed in some of the ne
textbooks.

Students were able to translate easily from a realistic r
resentation of a circuit to the corresponding schematic
gram. Students had difficulty making the reverse translat
However, this result may be more indicative of their dif
culty identifying shorts within circuits or of deficiencies i
their knowledge regarding the contacts for light bulbs.

One aspect of DIRECT that sets it apart from other te
that have been developed is the use of batteries connect
series or parallel. This inclusion allows one to investig
how students interpret voltage and current in circuits c
taining these elements. Results from version 1.0 indica
that students had difficulty predicting the resulting volta
and current. Interviews indicated that some of the stude
were using superposition reasoning, while others were u
a combination of battery as a constant current source
local reasoning. Hand-written notes made by the stude
during the interviews indicated that some students may h
been trying to apply rules for equivalent resistors or capa

Fig. 4. Question 7 from DIRECT version 1.1.
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tors to the battery arrangements. Version 1.1 explored fur
distinctions between two batteries in series and two batte
in parallel through question 3~in its original form! and ques-
tion 7 ~see Fig. 4!. Results from these questions indicated t
following:

~1! Students who believe that two batteries in parallel p
vide more energy~27%! also believe that they provide
more voltage~21%! ~Pearsonr 50.37).

~2! Students who believe that two batteries in series prov
more energy~46%! also believe that they provide mor
voltage~51%! ~Pearsonr 50.45).

~3! Students who believe that two batteries in series and
batteries in parallel provide the same energy~17%! also
believe that they provide same voltage~22%! ~Pearson
r 50.41).

Those questions containing multiple batteries were ite
questioned by the independent panel of experts. They w
concerned that this use might diminish the results of the
because multiple batteries are not typically taught. Howe
the ideas necessary to analyze these circuits are present
most courses. The ideas are that the potential differenc
two parallel branches remains the same while the curren
the parallel branches add to equal the total current availa
and the potential difference across each element in se
adds to equal the total input from the battery while the c
rent remains the same. These ideas are used in a numb
the problems and were acknowledged by the panel of exp
as important to include on the test. Thus, if students tr
understand these concepts, they should be able to apply
to novel situations.

VII. CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS

Both versions of DIRECT appear to be reliable and val
Results indicate that either version could be useful in eva
ating curriculum or instructional methods as well as prov
ing insight into students’ conceptual understanding of D
circuit phenomena.

Interview results indicated that students use the idea
the battery is a constant current source most often in solv
the interview problems. Students were found to use differ
misconceptions depending on the problem presented. T
different questions cued different misconceptions. Althou
students tended to use different misconceptions for e
question presented, they did tend to use misconceptions
lated to the global objective of the question.

There are differences associated with gender in term
performance, number of misconceptions used, and co
dence and with course level with regard to performance
confidence. Generally, males outperformed females and
more confidence in their responses than did females. Fem
tended to use more misconceptions. Performance differe
were found on both versions of DIRECT with university st
dents outperforming high school students. University s
dents also had more confidence in their answer selection

In revising DIRECT 1.0, the number of answer choic
was increased to five for all questions. In so doing, so
questions became less qualitative and more quantitative
stead of asking does the brightness increase, decrease, o
the same, the questions asked by how much the bright
changed~1

4,
1
2, 2, 4, same!. This quantification of some item

was the main difference between version 1.0 and 1.1. Th
items accounted for the difference in scores between the
106P. V. Engelhardt and R. J. Beichner
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versions. Changes to other items resulted in only minor fl
tuations. Some of the questions on DIRECT 1.1 requi
students to analyze simultaneous changes in variables,
voltage and resistance or current and voltage. Other q
tions required that students be proficient in their use
ratios.31 Results indicated that students had difficulty w
this analysis. The follow-up interviews indicated studen
preference for and reliance on formulas.

Version 1.0 is more qualitative and seems to elicit t
misconceptions more directly while version 1.1 is mo
quantitative and seems to elicit the students’ mathema
abilities to some extent. If one is more interested in the c
ceptual understanding of circuits, version 1.0 and newer
sions patterned after it would be the better alternative. Ho
ever, if the students’ mathematical abilities were of intere
then version 1.1 would be the appropriate choice.
107 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 72, No. 1, January 2004
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We want to stress that DIRECT is not the end-all-be-all
tests. It simply provides another data point for instructo
and researchers to use to evaluate the progress of stud
understanding. No one instrument or study can provide
finitive answers. Data regarding students’ understand
should be considered like evidence of validity—requiri
several measurements through different means to arriv
the final answer.
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